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Abstract. In general reinforcement learning tasks, the formulation of reward 
functions is a very important step in reinforcement learning. The reward function is 
not easy to formulate in a large number of systems. The network training effect is 
sensitive to the reward function, and different reward value functions will get 
different results. For a class of systems that meet specific conditions, the traditional 
reinforcement learning method is improved. A state quantity function is designed to 
replace the reward function, which is more efficient than the traditional reward 
function. At the same time, the predictive network link is designed so that the 
network can learn the value of the general state by using the special state. The overall 
structure of the network will be improved based on the Deep Deterministic Policy 
Gradient (DDPG) algorithm. Finally, the algorithm was successfully applied in the 
environment of FrozenLake, and achieved good performance. The experiment 
proves the effectiveness of the algorithm and realizes rewardless reinforcement 
learning in a class of systems. 
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1. Introduction 

Reinforcement learning is an important machine learning method that has many 
applications in the fields of intelligent control, robotics, analysis, and prediction [1]. Such 
as using fuzzy reinforcement learning approach for efficient and reliable solution to the 
unit commitment problem [2], using fuzzy reinforcement learning propose an efficient 
solution to the Economic thermal power dispatch [3], using fuzzy reinforcement learning 
to increase efficiency of the traffic light control system [4]. Reinforcement learning 
overlaps with many disciplines. Compared with traditional machine learning, it has the 
following advantages: Firstly, because it does not require a sample labeling process, it 
can solve special control problems more effectively; Secondly, the entire system as a 
whole can enhance its robustness; thirdly, reinforcement learning can relatively easily 
learn some tasks that cannot be completed by traditional control methods [5]. Therefore, 
as a new type of control method, reinforcement learning can play its unique role in many 
fields. 

Deep reinforcement learning [6] (DRL) is a kind of reinforcement learning using 
deep learning [7] methods, such as DQN algorithm. However, DQN has certain 
limitations which can only deal with discrete problems [8], and most of the systems that 
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need to be controlled are high-dimensional continuous and must output continuous 
control quantities. The discretization of continuous quantities will cause the problem of 
dimensional explosion [9]. In response to this situation, the DeepMind team proposed 
the deep deterministic strategy gradient algorithm DDPG in 2015 [10-11]. Traditional 
reinforcement learning algorithms have a common drawback, which relies too much on 
artificially designing reward functions. For the agent in an unknown environment, the 
reward function can provide a goal and an improvement direction for the reinforcement 
learning algorithm [12]. If the system has too many state variables, the reward value 
function will be very complicated [13]. The artificially designed reward value function 
may deviate from human intuition value, resulting in the inconsistent direction of Agent 
learning and people's cognition [14-15]. This drawback limits the application scenarios 
of reinforcement learning. Inverse reinforcement learning [16] is an exploration of the 
reinforcement learning algorithm with no reward value function, which uses human 
expert data to reverse the reward value function. However, the workload of expert data 
collection is large, which is not suitable for a wide range of applications.  

Based on the above situation, this paper proposes an algorithm model without 
reward function. Design a new evaluation function by defining the characteristics of a 
class of controlled systems. In a system that satisfies these characteristics, an algorithm 
without reward value function is proposed. This method can avoid the design of reward 
value function and reduce the design workload. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of 
the algorithm, Gym [17] is used to build a simulation environment. Use Tensorflow [18] 
to build an algorithm environment. This paper defines the concept of state quantity, and 
designs the Reward Free Policy Gradient (Reward Free Policy Gradient) RFPG 
algorithm using predictive network learning state transition relations. The algorithm 
performed well in various experiments and proved its effectiveness. 

2. Reinforcement learning model 

The basic structure of reinforcement learning includes the controlled object Agent, 
environment, state, reward, and action [19]. The purpose of reinforcement learning is to 
learn certain strategies so that Agent can reach the target state. The tasks of reinforcement 
learning are usually described by Markov processes [20]. We abstractly represent the 
trajectory of a Markov process as .The reward at  is  , 

 is the reward function. The expression is as equation (1):  
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Where  is the current state,  is the target state, 
 is the empirical parameter, and  is a certain norm. The reward function is very 

critical in reinforcement learning. The cumulative reward value tV  is expressed as: 
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Where  is the reward discount value, Agent and the goal of adopting strategies are to 
maximize the cumulative reward value  From this, the value-based method represented 
by Q-learning [21] and the strategy-based method represented by strategy gradient were 
born. The DDPG algorithm combines the advantages of the two. 

DDPG is mainly composed of strategy network, action network and experience 
pool. The strategy network is responsible for outputting actions, and the evaluation 
network is responsible for estimating value. And the two groups of networks have an 
online network and a target network, respectively, and these four networks are denoted 
as Actor-online, Actor-target, Critic-online, Critic-target. The experience pool is a data 
structure that can store basic units. The four networks interact to update the parameters. 
The DDPG algorithm also relies on the reward function design. 

3. RFPG Algorithm 

3.1. First-class application scenarios 

In reinforcement learning algorithms such as DQN and DDPG, we use the reward value 
provided by the environment as the basis for the correction of the evaluation network 
and the optimization goal of the strategy network. Researches have found that certain 
reinforcement learning scenarios do not require specific reward value functions. 
Summarizing such conditions into the following two, this paper is dedicated to solving 
the control problems of this type of system: (1) The purpose of Agent is to achieve a 
certain target state. (2) Agent has a probability to reach the target state when outputting 
random actions. The set of target states is recorded as . The state that is not allowed to 
exist is called the failure state, and the failure state is recorded as . The environments 
that meet the above conditions include FrozenLake, etc. 

3.2. RFPG algorithm design 

This paper designs a reinforcement learning algorithm with no reward value called RFPG 
(Reward Free Policy Gradient) algorithm. The RFPG algorithm includes three networks: 
prediction network P, action network A, and value network G. Value network: divided 
into online value network G-online and target value network G-target, where the role of 
online value network is to fit the value of each state; the role of target value network is 
to provide value targets for online action network. Action network: divided into online 
action network A-online and target action network A-target, where the role of online 
action network is to output action values during the training phase; the role of target 
action network is to provide action output for the prediction network. Prediction network: 
The prediction network represents the Agent's understanding of the external environment, 
and its role is to predict the next state obtained by the action under the action. 
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Figure 1. RFPG basic structure 

A basic experience unit in DDPG is , where  is the reward value 
among them. This reward value is usually a customized function of human expert 
experience. The RFPG algorithm replaces the reward value r  with a simpler state 
quantity . The definition of  is shown in equation (3), which is simpler than 
equation (1). 
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In the definition of observation , the state quantity function  is different 
from the value function , which only defines the target state  and the failure state 

. The ideal value of other general conditions  is 0, and its value is learned by the G 
network, not provided by the environment. The basic experience unit of the RFPG 
experience pool is . This process avoids the design of traditional reward 
functions. State quantity w  is simpler, intuitive and easier to use than traditional reward 
functions, reducing design workload. The relationship between the various networks is 
shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. RFPG network relationships 

Each network parameter is indicated by ,  is a G network parameter,  is an A 
network parameter, and  is a G network parameter. 

The purpose of the A-online output action is to maximize value, so the action 
network loss function is equation (4). A-target obtains parameter values from A-online 
in soft update mode. 
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The value network G is the learning of the value function. The value of the G 
network is obtained through learning. The objective function of fitting is equation (5). 
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Where  is the attenuation coefficient, which is generally around 0.9. The loss function 
of G-online is shown in equation (6), which  is the output of the prediction network. 
G-target obtains parameter values from G-online in soft update mode. 
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The function of the prediction function is based on ,  to predict the next state . 
The samples  in the sample can be regarded as labels to do training to minimize the 
mean square error. The loss function corresponds to equation (7). 
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In practical applications, the network infrastructure of each part is a typical 
double-layer neural network. The network hyperparameters can be adjusted according 
to the application scenario. The algorithm steps are shown in Algorithm 1 and the 
flowchart of RFPG are shown in Figure 3. 
Table 1. RFPG algorithm flow 

Algorithm 1 RFPG algorithm flow 
1 Initialize action network A, predict network P, evaluate network G, and assign random weights

2. Initialize the target network , , initialize the experience pool . 

3 for j 1 to M do

4 Randomly initialize the environment to get the initial state 

5 for t 1 to T do

6 Use the -greedy strategy to output action

7 Agent performs action  and obtains sample  and deposit into experience pool

8. Take n samples  from the experience pool forecasting  with prediction network  
9. Update the value network with minimized variance G  

 

10.   Update the action network with a strategy gradient A. 
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11.   Train prediction network using state transition P 

 

12.   Use soft update to update the target network  
 
 

13 end for

14 end for

                  
Figure 3 flowchart of RFPG                                           Figure 4 FrozenLake environment 

Compared with a series of traditional reinforcement learning methods such as 
DDPG, the RFPG algorithm has the following improvements: (1) The design of the 
reward value function is eliminated, and the workload is reduced. (2) Avoid situations 
where the network is sensitive to reward value functions. (3) Reduced dependence on the 
experience pool. 

4. Simulation study 

The purpose of this chapter is to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm and compare 
the performance of the DDPG algorithm. The main indicator is the average return value. 
From the previous analysis, it can be seen that the larger the average return value, the 
better the control performance. The following content analyzes the experimental results 
of FrozenLake and CartPole in detail. All networks in the experiment are fully connected 
neural networks. 

4.1 Environmental introduction 

As shown in Figure 4, the environment is a continued state version of FrozenLake in 
Gym. The environment is a square ice surface with side length n, Agent glides on the ice 
surface. The starting point of the agent is marked A, and the target point is marked G. 
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Dangerous areas exist on the ice, which are represented as black areas in the figure. 
Entering the black area indicates that the operation failed. Agent has position x, y on the 
horizontal and vertical coordinates, so the state value dimension is 2. The action output 
is speed ,  ,and the action value dimension is 2. There is random interference in the 
environment, and there is a 10% chance that the action performed by the Agent cannot 
be executed smoothly, and the direction command is a random 

        
Figure 5 Frozen Lake training process                  Figure 6 Value network learning results 

4.2 Experimental analysis 

The experiment first needs to define the state quantity . The target state is the G position, 
which  is 1 at this time; the failure state is the black area, which  is -1 at this time, 
and the subtraction factor  is 0.9. 

Figure 5 shows the trend of average returns in the Frozen Lake environment. The 
performance of the RFPG algorithm in the Frozen Lake environment is superior to the 
DDPG algorithm. It shows that the RFPG algorithm can still perform quite well without 
return value 

For the environment in Figure 4, the learning results of the value network are shown 
in Figure 6. The colors in the figure represent the value learned. The brighter the color, 
the higher the value. It can be seen that the value area is basically consistent with the 
environmental characteristics. Explain that the value network has learned the 
characteristics of the environment. 

5. Conclusion 

Aiming at a class of reinforcement learning problems defined in Chapter 3, this paper 
designs a reinforcement learning algorithm RFPG with no reward value. This method 
uses state quantities to provide learning directions for the network. The state quantity can 
distinguish the target state, failure state and general state of the agent. Experiments in 
various environments, the experimental results show that in an environment that meets 
certain conditions, the reinforcement learning method without reward value can still 
achieve control of the system. In the future, the application scenarios can be further 
expanded in the research. The RFPG algorithm is not only used for solving fixed target 
problems, but also for solving optimal state problems. 
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